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Executive summary 
 
One of the tasks in the development of STEPS courses articulated through WP 4 was the creation and 
uploading of digitized educational materials on the STEPS LMS platform planned by the project. At the 
proposal of the Greek HEI program and with the consent of all STEPS partner HEIs, the Open edX platform 
was chosen as the LMS for the implementation and/or assistance in the implementation of the STEPS 
course. Customization and administrative maintenance of the STEPS Open edX LMS platform 
(https://mooc.steps-project.eu/) on a commercial basis is done in Tirana, Albania. During a significant part 
of the implementation of the project, STEPS partner HEIs and their staff were prepared for the obligation 
to produce and upload digitized teaching and other instructional and auxiliary materials to the STEPS LMS 
platform. Instructional workshops were also organized, and UNSA, as the HEI responsible for the 
coordination of activities within the framework of WP 4, offered a series of useful instructions for creating 
course content and especially for their digitization through auxiliary deliverables. However, STEPS course 
instructors showed significant activities in the creation and (naturally) uploading of digitized materials 
only after the establishment of a fully operational STEPS LMS platform. To prepare this deliverable 
document, UNSA used the data provided by STEPS partner HEIs through the questionnaire delivered to 
UNSA at the end of 2022 and the beginning of 2023. In summary, according to the detailed data presented 
on the following pages, course instructors from STEPS partner HEIs have prepared and uploaded digitized 
educational, instructional, and other auxiliary materials for 66 STEPS courses, with an average of about 
18 uploaded digitized materials per course. According to the reports submitted by the STEPS partner HEIs, 
1214 digitized materials of various types have been uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform. The most 
frequently produced and uploaded digitized materials uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform were 
PowerPoint™ presentations (369), course instructor's written materials (95), external written materials 
(274), external video materials (192), and problems and/or calculation tasks (208). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/
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1 Introduction 
 
Work package 4 of the STEPS project is titled simply as "STEPS development". Its related assumptions 
include the following: 

1) Clear descriptions of the educational approach and content have been provided by the design 
(task 2.2); 

2) Academics and scientific staff of partner countries HEIs are familiar to the concepts of ECTS and 
the learning-outcomes approach, which will be used for the development of every 
chapter/section of the educational content;  

3) Scientific staff of partner countries HEIs will not face significant difficulties in becoming familiar 
with the use of ICT-based educational tools; and   

4) Simultaneous development of courses and training seminars facilitate the exchange of ideas 
between scientific staff, revisions and improvement of the educational material and 
teaching/learning methods.  

The general objective of WP 4 is "The objective of WP is to develop and harmonize the content of STEPS 
courses". The goal or goals of this work package, according to the project proposal, should be achieved 
by implementing the following three tasks: 

4.1 Development of LMS platform;  
4.2 Development and harmonization of STEPS courses; and 
4.3 Conversion and digitization of educational material.  

Some confusion is introduced by the mere naming of project tasks and, in connection with them, the 
corresponding outputs, i.e., deliverables of this work package. Namely, the above-mentioned naming of 
tasks in the tabular elaboration of the work package received somewhat simplified and not completely 
clear titles: 

4.1 LMS Platform;  
4.2 STEPS program courses; and 
4.3 Digitized educational material. 

Deliverable 4.1 promoted the development of the STEPS LMS platform based on Open edX resources. This 
was accepted by all project partner HEIs based on the elaborated ReadLab proposal. In the process, the 
University of Sarajevo (UNSA) as an institution responsible for the implementation of activities under WP 
4 prepared and distributed to project partners some auxiliary deliverables that were supposed to be 
helpful to the academic staff of STEPS partner HEIs in preparation of teaching and training materials for 
their STEPS courses that should be implemented via the LMS platform. These were deliverables 4.2a, 4.2b, 
and (temporary) 4.3. Deliverable 4.2a referred to an overview of the situation about initially 
created/uncreated STEPS courses planned by the HEIs partner through their STEPS curricula. In addition 
to reviewing the situation regarding the initial design of STEPS courses, that document also highlights the 
proposals for the project required harmonization of STEPS study program courses or mutual 
harmonization of STEPS study programs. In addition, Del. 4.2a in its final part gives some general 
instructions for the development of STEPS courses according to the so-called VLE Storyboard principles. 
Following the basic work requirements of WP 4 – STEPS development, i.e., initially set Del. 4.2 – 
Development and harmonization of STEPS courses, UNSA prepared and delivered Del. 4.2b as an input for 
the development of STEPS courses in a new – digital – dimension. That document (Del. 4.2b) presented 
the elements of the development of STEPS courses that will be made available to students and project 
partner HEIs through the Open edX STEPS LMS platform. The document offered a set of instructions and 
recommendations for the development of STEPS courses in the context of their intended e-learning 
implementation. The document also stressed importance of the guidelines given in the publication 
"Building and Running an edX Course" which can be found (and downloaded) at: 
https://edx.readthedocs.io/projects/edx-partner-course-staff/en/latest/. After that, through (temporary) 
Deliverable 4.3 STEPS project partner HEIs received additional instructions and insistence on the 

https://edx.readthedocs.io/projects/edx-partner-course-staff/en/latest/
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development of structures and segments of STEPS courses adapted to implementation through the STEPS 
LMS platform. 

This deliverable document (final Deliverable 4.3) refers to the review of digitized educational, 
instructional, and auxiliary materials produced by STEPS partner HEIs and uploaded to the STEPS LMS 
platform. Data on digitized materials produced and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform were collected 
through a questionnaire with tables sent to all six STEPS partner HEIs. Therefore, the reliability of the data 
presented on the following pages is the sole responsibility of the persons at the partner HEIs who 
submitted the completed questionnaires.  

The task of all STEPS partner HEIs was to prepare digitized materials for the STEPS LMS platform for the 
implementation of all STEPS courses both in English and in the local (Albanian, Bosnian) language. The 
review in this document assumed that the instructors of STEPS courses at partner HEIs prepared versions 
of all courses in the local and English languages according to the "mirror" principle, that is, that the 
structure and number of digitized materials for both language versions of the course are equal or at least 
approximately equal. In this regard, the overview on the following pages treats both language variants of 
the course as one course. 

An overview of the materials produced and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform will be given by the 
partner HEIs that submitted the data requested by the questionnaire. In addition, a short final chapter 
offers a summary of the digitized materials produced and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform. 
 
 
2 Overview of digitized materials produced and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform by partner HEIs 
 
 
2.1 Agricultural University of Tirana 
 
The Agricultural University of Tirana (AUT) implements the STEPS study program "Master of Science in 
Sustainability in Food Production" as a joint master with the European University of Tirana (EUT) in two 
profiles of study program: "Engineering, Quality and Food Safety" and "Management of Food Production 
Systems". It is a two-year study, with three semesters of teaching/instructional activities and the last 
semester for the preparation of a master thesis. Teachers from these two universities have developed 6 
core (compulsory) and 15 elective courses1. In the first semester, students take six compulsory courses (3 
engineering and 3 managerial), while in each second and third semesters they choose six courses from 
the list of elective courses. 

According to the AUT response, the AUT has fully completed the digitalization of educational materials 
but not jet uploaded that in the STEPS LMS platform because the STEPS study program in Albania has 
started one or two years later than in the other partner countries/HEIs.  
 
2.1.1 Digitized materials for STEPS courses of AUT uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 
 
Until the time of writing this report, STEP course instructors from AUT have uploaded part of the produced 
digitized materials to the STEPS LMS platform for 5 out of a total of 11 STEPS courses developed at AUT. 
 

                                                
1 It should be noted that for the AUT & EUT STEPS study program, since the creation of Deliverable 4.2, another – 21st STEPS 
course has been developed. Namely, the former course "Management of Sustainable Food Supply and Value Chain" was 
apparently separated into two courses: "Sustainable Management of Supply Chains" and "Sustainable management of Food Value 
Chain". In this way, from the original 20 courses on the joint AUT & EUT STEPS study program, there are now 21 courses, i.e. a 
total of 88 courses developed by all STEPS partner HEIs instead of a total of 87 courses as reported in Deliverable 4.2. 
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Figure 1 Some STEPS courses developed at AUT and uploaded on the STEPS LMS platform (STEPS LMS - 
Dashboard) 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Example of the home page of the AUT STEPS course uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform (AUT 
course - homepage) 

 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:AUT+FEQS_C01+2021_01/about
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:AUT+FEQS_C01+2021_01/about
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Figure 3 Example of AUT STEPS course layout/content uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform (AUT course 
- Layout) 

 
Table 1 offers data on digitized teaching, instructional and auxiliary materials that the creators of STEPS 
courses from the UAT, according to the report of responsible persons from AUT, uploaded to the STEPS 
LMS platform at the end of December 2022. 
 

Table 1 Digitized materials of AUT STEPS courses uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 
 

Curse # 
Type of digitized educational material Total  

per course PowerPoint™ presentation External written material 

1 4 4 8 

2 4 4 8 

3 4 4 8 

4 4 4 8 

5 0 0 0 

6 0 0 0 

7 15 15 30 

8 0 0 0 

9 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

11 0 0 0 

Total 31 31 62 

Average per course 6.2 6.2 12.4 

 
As can be seen from Table 1, at the time of submitting the data for writing this report, the instructors of 
5 STEPS courses from AUT had uploaded 31 PowerPoint™ presentations and 31 external written materials 
to the STEPS LMS platform. In the written explanation from their report, the AUT responsible persons 
state that the delay in uploading digitized material to the STEPS LMS platform was largely due to the much 
later launch of the joint STEPS study program (AUT & EUT) in Albania. 
 
 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:AUT+FEQS_C01+2021_01/course/
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:AUT+FEQS_C01+2021_01/course/
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2.2 European University of Tirana 
 
The European University of Tirana (EUT) participates in the implementation of the joint STEPS study 
program with AUT. These two HEIs jointly developed a total of 21 STEPS courses (11 AUT + 10 EUT), with 
most engineering courses developed by AUT and most management courses by EUT. For the reasons 
already mentioned in the examination for AUT (postponed starting of the STESP study program in 
Albania), EUT instructors, according to the report of responsible persons from this HEI, prepared a certain 
number of digitized materials, but until the moment of writing this report, none of the prepared digitized 
materials had been uploaded on the STEPS LMS platform. As at AUT, it is expected that during the 2022/23 
academic year, digitized educational and other materials will be successively uploaded to the STEPS LMS 
platform, especially for the core/compulsory and elective courses that students choose during the second 
semester. 
 
 
2.3. Universum College Pristina 
 
Universum College Pristina (UC) implements the joint STEPS study program Sustainable food production 
systems in Kosovo with the University of Haxhi Zeka Peja (UHZ). According to the agreement of the two 
partner HEIs, UC prepares and implements a small number (7) of courses in the domain of managerial 
disciplines, while practically all engineering and part of managerial courses are prepared and implemented 
by instructors from UHZ. The Joint STEPS study program in Kosovo (UHZ & UC) is a two-year study 
program, with teaching/instructional activities in the first three semesters and the production of a student 
master's thesis in the last (fourth) semester. For the STEPS study program in Kosovo, instructors from UC 
and UHZ have, in addition to 6 core/compulsory STEPS courses in the first semester of study, developed 
19 elective courses that students choose during the second and third semester of their study. 
 
2.3.1 Digitized materials for STEPS courses of UC uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 
 
According to the report of responsible persons from UC, STEPS course instructors from UC have uploaded 
the digitized materials for all seven STEPS courses developed at UC to the STEPS LMS platform. A little 
confusion can be the fact that on the STEPS LMS platform (https://mooc.steps-project.eu) courses 
developed at UC (with their digitized materials) are labelled as UHZ courses. Having, however, in view the 
fact that UHZ and UC implement a joint study program, this has no special consequences for students 
attending the joint STEPS study program in Kosovo. 
 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/
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Figure 4 Example of the home page of the UC STEPS course uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform (UC 
course - homepage) 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Example of UC STEPS course content uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform  
(UC course - outline) 

 
Table 2 provides data on digitized teaching, instructional and auxiliary materials that the creators of 
STEPS courses from UC, according to the report of responsible persons from UC, uploaded to the STEPS 
LMS platform at the end of December 2022. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UHZ+CS006+2022-2023_S3/about
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UHZ+CS006+2022-2023_S3/about
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UHZ+CS006+2022-2023_S3/course/
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Table 2 Digitized materials of UC STEPS courses uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 
 

Course # 

Type of digitized educational material 
Total per 
course 

PowerPoint™  
presentation 

Course instructor's 
written material 

External 
written 
material 

External 
video 
material  

Tests / 
quizzes 

Software 

1 8 3 8 1 0 1 21 

2 0 3 10 1 3 2 19 

3 8 4 5 2 0 1 20 

4 9 10 5 3 0 0 27 
5 8 2 5 2 0 0 17 

6 7 3 4 1 0 0 15 

7 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 

Total 40 25 40 10 3 4 122 

Average  
per course 5.7 3.6 5.7 1.4 0.4 0.6 17.4 

 
According to the data from Table 2, for all seven UC courses, a total of 122 items from 6 categories of 
digitized materials were produced and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform. The number of uploaded 
materials per UC course ranged from a minimum of 3 to a maximum of 27. In the structure of digitized 
teaching and/or instructional materials uploaded to the STEPS platform, PowerPoint™ presentations and 
external written materials predominate with about 33% each of all uploaded digitized 
teaching/instructional materials. 
 
 
2.4 Haxhi Zeka University of Peja 
 
Haxhi Zeka University of Peja (UHZ) implements the joint STEPS study program Sustainable food 
production systems with Universum College Pristina (UC). According to the agreement of the two partner 
HEIs, UHZ prepares and implements all courses in engineering disciplines and a small number of courses 
in managerial disciplines, while UC prepares and implements courses exclusively in managerial disciplines. 
The Joint STEPS study program in Kosovo (UHZ & UC) is a two-year study program, with 
teaching/instructional activities in the first three semesters and the creation of a student master thesis in 
the fourth semester. For the STEPS study program in Kosovo, instructors from UC and UHZ have, in 
addition to 6 core (compulsory) STEPS courses in the first semester of study, developed 19 elective courses 
that students choose during the second and third semester of their studies. UHZ developed 18 out of a 
total of 25 courses of the joint STEPS study program that is implemented in Kosovo. 
 
2.4.1 Digitized materials for STEPS courses of UHZ uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 
 
According to the data provided by UHZ, digitized teaching and instructional contents were produced for 
all compulsory and elective courses that this HEI implements within the joint STEPS study program in 
Kosovo. 
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Figure 6 Some STEPS courses developed at UHZ and uploaded on the STEPS LMS platform (UHZ - 
Dashboard)  

 

 
 

Figure 7 Example of the home page of the UHZ STEPS course uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 
(UHZ course - homepage)  

 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UHZ+CS010+2022-2023/about
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Figure 8 Example of UHZ STEPS course content uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 
(UHZ course - outline) 

 
Table 3 provides data on digitized teaching, instructional and auxiliary materials that the instructors of 
STEPS courses from UHZ, according to the report of responsible persons from UHZ, uploaded to the STEPS 
LMS platform at the end of 2022. 
 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UHZ+CS010+2022-2023/course/
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Table 3 Digitized materials from UHZ uploaded to at the STEPS LMS platform 

 

Course # 

Type of digitized educational material 

Total PowerPoint™ 
presentation 

Course 
instructor's 
written material 

External 
written 
material 

External 
video 
material  

Problem and/or 
calculation tasks 

Software 

1 2 2 4 2 0 0 10 

2 10 2 0 2 1 1 16 

3 3 0 2 3 18 0 26 

4 3 0 2 2 0 0 7 

5 0 1 3 0 0 0 4 

6 10 1 0 3 0 0 14 

7 1 1 0 4 11 0 17 

8 4 1 4 3 15 3 30 

9 11 2 3 2 2 1 21 

10 2 1 4 3 0 0 10 

11 0 1 0 0 15 0 16 

12 0 0 0 3 2 0 5 

13 4 4 14 3 0 3 28 

14 2 2 0 0 0 0 4 

15 2 3 2 4 14 1 26 

16 2 1 3 0 1 0 7 

17 1 1 0 4 1 0 7 

18 1 1 0 4 1 0 7 

Total 58 24 41 42 81 9 255 

Average per course 3.2 1.3 2.3 2.3 4.5 0.5 14.1 
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Table 3 shows that UHZ instructors by the time of writing this report have uploaded 241 digitized items 
to the STEPS LMS platform. Problem and/or calculation tasks (34%), PowerPoint™ presentations (24%), 
external written material (17%) and external video material (17%) predominate among uploaded digitized 
materials. The number of uploaded digital materials per course ranges from a minimum of four to a 
maximum of 30, with an average of around 15 digitized materials per course. 
 
 
2.5 University of Bihać 
 
At the University of Bihać (UNBI), a one-year master's study program "Sustainable food production 
systems" was developed and is being implemented. Instructors from this university developed a total of 
16 courses according to the agreed STEPS methodology. Among them are 6 STEPS core courses that are 
implemented as compulsory courses in the 1st semester of the first (in Bihać also only) year of the study 
program. In addition, 10 elective courses have been developed at UNBI, which students can choose from 
the open list of elective courses in the 2nd semester of their one-year study program. 
 
 
2.5.1 Digitized materials for STEPS courses of UNBI uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 
 
According to the data provided by UNBI, digitized materials have been produced for all core/compulsory 
courses and for 9 out of 10 elective courses (all together, for 15 out of a total of 16 courses). Until the 
time of writing this report, UNBI instructors have not uploaded digitized materials to the STEPS LMS 
platform for only one course (Marketing of Sustainable Agri-Food Products). 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Some STEPS courses developed at UNBI and uploaded on the STEPS LMS platform  
(UNBI - Dashboard) 

 
 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses
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Figure 10 Example of the home page of the UNBI STEPS course uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform  
(UNBI - course homepage)  

 

 
 

Figure 11 Example of UNBI STEPS course content uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 
(UNBI - course outline)  

 
All produced digitized teaching materials for STEPS courses developed at UNBI have not been uploaded 
to the STEPS LMS platform. Some of these materials (mainly external written materials – books or book 
chapters) are not uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform due to copyrights, although they can be found at 
UNBI (library) and are available to UNBI students. 

According to the report submitted by UNBI, digitized materials as presented in Table 4 were uploaded to 
the STEPS LMS platform. 

 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UNBI+OSPH101+2022_01/about
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UNBI+OSPH101+2022_01/course/
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Table 4 Digitized materials from UNBI uploaded to at the STEPS LMS platform 
 

Course 
# 

Type of digitized material 

Total PowerPoint™ 
presentation 

Course 
instructor's 
written material 

External 
written 
material 

External 
video 
material  

Problem 
and/or 
calculation 
tasks 

Software 

1 8 3 11 2 0 3 27 

2 10 2 0 2 29 0 43 

3 3 0 3 3 18 0 27 
4 3 0 2 2 0 0 7 

5 2 0 0 2 0 0 4 

6 10 1 0 3 0 0 14 

7 1 1 0 4 11 0 17 

8 0 1 0 0 15 0 16 

9 11 4 3 4 0 3 25 

10 2 3 0 5 0 3 13 
11 0 1 0 0 15 0 16 

12 0 0 0 0 20 0 20 

13 4 4 14 3 0 3 28 

14 1 3 2 4 14 1 25 

15 1 1 0 4 1 0 7 

Total 56 24 35 38 123 13 289 

Average per  
course 3.7 1.6 2.3 2.5 8.2 0.9 19,3 

 
According to the data from Table 4, the instructors of the STEPS courses that are implemented at UNBI 
have uploaded 289 digitized materials to the STEPS LMS platform for 15 out of a total of 16 UNBI STEPS 
courses. Observed according to the type of digitized material uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform, the 
most common form is problem and/or calculation tasks (total 123 for all 15 courses, 43%), followed by 
PowerPoint™ presentations (total 56 for all 15 courses, 19%). On average, over 19 digitized materials were 
uploaded per course. The number of uploaded digitized materials per course ranged from a minimum of 
4 to a maximum of 43. 
 
 
2.6 University of Sarajevo 
 
At the University of Sarajevo - Faculty of Agriculture and Food Sciences (UNSA), the STEPS master study 
program "Sustainable food production systems" was developed and is in its third year of implementation. 
It is a two-year course, with three semesters of teaching/instructional activities and the last (fourth) 
semester intended for the preparation of the student's final master's thesis. UNSA instructors, according 
to the established STEPS methodology, have developed a total of 26 STEPS courses - 6 core (compulsory) 
and 20 elective courses that students choose during the second and third semester of study. 
 
2.6.1 Digitized materials for STEPS courses of UNBI uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 
 
According to the report of the responsible persons, UNSA instructors produced and uploaded to the STEPS 
LMS platform digitized materials for 19 out of a total of 26 STEPS courses developed at UNSA. Courses 
for which digitized materials have not been uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform are mainly courses in 
managerial disciplines. However, digitized educational and various additional materials produced by those 
instructors are available from the university websites. Some digitized materials (mainly external written 
materials such as books or book chapters) could not be uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform due to 
copyright. According to the instructors of STEPS courses at UNSA, these external written materials are 
available to students of STEPS study program through the UNSA libraries.  
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Figure 12 Some STEPS courses developed at UNSA and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform  
(UNSA - Dashboard)  

 

 
 

Figure 13 Example of the home page of the UNSA STEPS course uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform  
(UNSA - course homepage)  

 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UNSA+B2-1.5+2022-2023/about
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Figure 14 Example of an outline of the content of the UNSA STEPS course uploaded to the STEPS LMS 
platform  

(UNSA - course outline)  
 

 
 

Figure 15 Example of an uploaded PowerPoint™ presentation of the UNSA STEPS course on the STEPS 
LMS platform  

(UNSA - course content - ppt)  
 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UNSA+B2-1.5+2022-2023/course/
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UNSA+B2-3.6+2022-2023/courseware/7903c47a081249bb8d8f5fa33f6bdfcc/a04cf14d75324d6f9b71ae0d2671c7a4/1?activate_block_id=block-v1%3AUNSA%2BB2-3.6%2B2022-2023%2Btype%40vertical%2Bblock%408bcac38e6a5e4403a7f1df4bebced9a3
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Figure 16 Example of an uploaded pdf document of the UNSA STEPS course on the STEPS LMS platform  
(UNSA - course content - pdf) 

 

 
 

Figure 17 Example of the uploaded video material of the UNSA STEPS course on the STEPS LMS platform 
(UNSA - course content - video)  

  
 
 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UNSA+B2-1.5+2022-2023/courseware/0bf882c321ab4d20973dad7a51db311c/407bc5c4897642fbb6f914cb1ea93751/3?activate_block_id=block-v1%3AUNSA%2BB2-1.5%2B2022-2023%2Btype%40vertical%2Bblock%40ff1d8c4bf306472286628e965676add5
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UNSA+B2-3.6+2022-2023/courseware/11746f1353f74a209a1e935e90f4897a/c466b37edb394f8d99ff2b568942b786/2?activate_block_id=block-v1%3AUNSA%2BB2-3.6%2B2022-2023%2Btype%40vertical%2Bblock%4034dda91788354aa38596bd1b9bfbdc8c
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Figure 18 Example of the uploaded test for students' self-assessment of the UNSA STEPS course on the 
STEPS LMS platform  

(UNSA - course content student's test)  
 

 
 

Figure 19 Example of the uploaded links to the external sources of the UNSA STEPS course on the STEPS 
LMS platform  

(UNSA - course content - ext. link)  
  
Table 5 presents the structure and number of digitized materials that UNSA instructors uploaded to the 
STEPS LMS platform for their STEPS courses at the time of compiling this report. 

https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UNSA+B2-1.5+2022-2023/courseware/0bf882c321ab4d20973dad7a51db311c/407bc5c4897642fbb6f914cb1ea93751/5?activate_block_id=block-v1%3AUNSA%2BB2-1.5%2B2022-2023%2Btype%40vertical%2Bblock%40200b1d92861c4f4f8893a1d5c60749d9
https://mooc.steps-project.eu/courses/course-v1:UNSA+B2-3.6+2022-2023/courseware/9b1670c0d22e45dcb639eaa6f8943d88/e3ec2f0ca997485b8cfb55c0a900a20d/3?activate_block_id=block-v1%3AUNSA%2BB2-3.6%2B2022-2023%2Btype%40vertical%2Bblock%40587dd29ded6d4901af7a0b6bc79eb65d
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Table 5 Digitized materials from UNSA uploaded to at the STEPS LMS platform 
 

Course # 

Type of digitized material 
Total 
per 
course 

PowerPoint™ 
presentation 

Course 
instructor's 
written 
material 

External 
written 
material 

Video 
material of 
own 
production 

External 
video 
material  

Tests / quizzes 

Problem 
and/or 
calculation 
tasks 

Others 

1 12 0 11 0 1 1 0 0 25 

2 8 2 13 0 0 0 0 2 25 

3 11 1 0 0 0 1 3 1 17 

4 15 1 21 0 41 14 0 16 108 

5 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 11 

6 15 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 17 

7 8 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 10 

8 11 0 6 0 0 1 0 0 18 

9 12 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 15 

10 10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 11 

11 3 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 10 

12 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 

13 3 2 7 0 2 1 1 0 16 

14 13 10 5 0 1 0 0 1 30 

15 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 

16 15 5 38 0 55 0 0 7 120 

17 1 0 7 0 2 0 0 0 10 

18 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 

19 11 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 16 

Total 184 22 127 1 102 18 4 28 486 

Average  
per course 11,5 1,4 7,9 0,1 6,4 1,1 0,3 1,8 30,4 
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According to the data from Table 5, the UNSA course instructors uploaded 486 digitized materials 
produced for 19 STEPS UNSA courses. UNSA course instructors produced eight types of digitized materials 
(PowerPoint™ presentations, course instructor's written materials, external written materials, own video 
materials, external video materials, tests/quizzes for students, problems and/or calculation tasks, and 
others). In the "Others" category in Table 5, there are mostly links to various informative and educational 
websites. PowerPoint™ presentations (about 38%), external written materials (about 26%) and external 
video materials (about 21%) prevail. The number of digitized materials per STEPS UNSA course uploaded 
to the STEPS LMS platform ranged from a minimum of 4 to a maximum of 120, with an average of around 
30 digitized materials per STEPS course that is implemented at UNSA. 
 
3 Concluding observations  
 
The six STEPS partner HEIs submitted data on the produced and uploaded digitized materials for the 
realization of STEPS courses through the STEPS LMS platform on the reformulated questionnaire and its 
tables. The partner HEIs submitted data on produced/unproduced digitized materials for a total of 88 
STEPS courses (11 courses at AUT; 10 courses at EUT, 7 courses at UC; 18 courses at UHZ; 16 courses at 
UNBI; and 26 courses at UNSA). It is very important to emphasize that the listed course numbers include 
both language versions of the courses – the English version and the local language version as one course. 
On the STEP LMS platform, space is open and frameworks have been created according to which each 
developed STEPS course can be presented and implemented in both language variants (English and local 
language). 

Figure 20 presents the number of STEPS courses by STEPS partner HEIs with digitized materials produced 
and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform. 
 

 
 

Figure 20 Number of STEPS courses by STEPS partner HEIs with digitized materials produced and 
uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform 

 
As can be seen from Figure 20, UC and UHZ, according to their reports, produced and uploaded to the 
STEPS LMS platform digitized materials for all their STEPS courses. UNBI course instructors uploaded 
digitized materials for 15 out of 16 of their courses. At UNSA, digitized materials were not produced for 
seven out of a total of 26 STEPS courses that are implemented at this HEI. The AUT course instructors have 
uploaded digitized materials for 5 out of 11 STEPS courses belonging to this HEI, while EUT uploaded to 
the STEPS LMS platform digitized materials for two out of 10 of its STEPS courses. All in all, out of a total 
of 88 STEPS courses developed at STEPS partner HEIs, digitized educational, instructional, and other 
materials were produced and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform for 66 courses. For now, the largest 
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number of courses (16) without uploaded digitized materials is on the STEPS study program, which is 
jointly implemented by AUT and EUT in Albania. The reasons for this have already been stated and relate 
primarily to the late launch of the STEPS study program in Albania. The UNSA STEPS study program also 
has a significant number (7) of courses without digitized materials uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform. 
The reason here is primarily the fact that a significant number of UNSA instructors (primarily on courses 
in managerial disciplines) run their courses on other types of LMS platforms such as Moodle. It should 
certainly be noted that according to information from all STEPS partner HEIs, work on the production and 
uploading of digitized materials to the STEPS LMS platform continues. This includes uploading the first 
digitized materials for courses where they have not yet been produced, as well as updating, 
supplementing, and modernizing digitized contents already uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform. 

According to the reports submitted by the partner HEIs, Figure 21 presents the total numbers of various 
types of digitized materials produced and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform by the STEPS partner HEIs. 
 

 
 

Figure 21 Number of various forms of digitized materials uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform by STEPS 
partner HEIs 

 
As can be seen from Figure 21, 1214 digitized materials of various types were uploaded to the STEPS LMS 
platform, according to the reports submitted by the HEIs.  
Comparing the number of STEPS courses for which digitized materials were uploaded to the STEPS 
platform and the total number of different uploaded digitized materials per partner HEIs, it follows that:  

 at AUT there are around 12 digitized materials per course on average, 

 at UC there are around 17 digitized materials per course on average, 

 at UHZ there are around 14 digitized materials per course on average, 

 at UNBI there are around 19 digitized materials per course on average, and 

 at UNSA there are around 26 digitized materials per course on average. 
In total, for all STEPS partner HEIs and for all courses (with uploaded digitized materials), the average 
number of uploaded digitized materials per course is around 18. 

Figure 22 presents the structure of various forms of digitized materials produced at STEPS partner HEIs 
and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform. 
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Figure 22 Structure and number of produced and uploaded digitized materials for STEPS courses at AUT, 
UC, UHZ, UNBI and UNSA 

 
Figure 22 shows that the most common form of digitized materials was PowerPoint™ presentation. 
Instructors of STEPS courses at five partner HEIs produced a total of 369 of these digitized materials 
(around 30% of all uploaded digitized materials). A total of 274 external written materials were uploaded 
to the STEPS LMS platform (around 23% of all uploaded digitized materials). The ratio of video materials 
(truly external, mostly YouTube videos) in the structure of digitized materials uploaded to the STEPS LMS 
platform is commendable and significant. STEPS course instructors uploaded links to 192 external video 
materials which is around 16% of all uploaded digitized materials. A relatively small number of software 
simulations and/or models (26) and tests/quizzes for students (21) were produced and uploaded. There 
are practically no own video materials produced and uploaded to the STEPS LMS platform. 

Due to a few objective and subjective circumstances, the project realization on establishment of the fully 
operational STEPS LMS platform was delayed. This was not particularly motivating for STEPS course 
instructors at STEPS partner HEIs. In addition, informal information from HEIs says that senior teaching 
staff have a hard time managing the production of digitized education, instructional and auxiliary 
materials, and especially with their demanding transformations necessary when uploading to the Open 
edX STEPS LMS platform. The production of digitized materials for courses that are implemented through 
the LMS platform is a constant process, and it can be expected that students and other users of the STEPS 
LMS platform will find their bigger number and better structure in the future (e.g., more interactive 
materials or more self-produced video materials). There is no doubt that the project tasks on the 
digitization of educational and instructional materials were useful to all STEPS course instructors at all 
partner HEIs. Some of them were facing these kinds of challenges for the first time in their careers. The 
first, difficult steps have been taken, and current and future STEPS course instructors are left with the 
tasks of updating of digitized materials that they prepare for their courses and make available to students 
from all STEPS partner HEIs through the common STEPS LMS platform. 
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